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ABSTRACT: Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) offers the ability
to assess brain function at the bedside of critically ill neonates. Our
group previously demonstrated a persistent reduction in the cerebral
metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) after hypoxia-ischemia (HI) in
newborn piglets. The purpose of this current study was to determine
the causes of this reduction by combining NIRS with magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS) to measure high-energy metabolites
and diffusion-weighted imaging to measure cellular edema. Nine
piglets were exposed to 30 min of HI and nine piglets served as
controls. Proton and phosphorous MRS spectra, apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) maps, and CMRO2 measurements were collected
periodically before and for 5.5 h after HI. A significant decrease in
CMRO2 (26 � 7%) was observed after HI. Incomplete recovery of
nucleotide triphosphate concentration (8 � 3% �controls) and re-
duced ADC (16 � 5%) suggested mitochondrial dysfunction. How-
ever, CMRO2 did not correlate with any metabolite concentration
during the last 3 h of the recovery period, and no significant changes
were found in phosphocreatine and lactate levels. Therefore, the
CMRO2 decrease is likely a combination of impaired mitochondrial
function and reduced energy demands during the acute phase, which
has been previously observed in the mature brain. (Pediatr Res 65:
181–187, 2009)

Perinatal hypoxia-ischemia (HI) is a major cause of neuro-
logic injury in newborns, affecting one to six of every

1000 live term births (1). Evidence suggests that a significant
proportion of brain injury manifests 1 to 3 d after the hypoxic-
ischemic insult (2). The delay between insult and injury has
given rise to the concept that there exists a brief period after
HI when it may be possible to minimize tissue damage by
interrupting the processes contributing to delayed neuronal
death (2). Potential neuroprotective therapies include mild
hypothermia, inhibitors of free radical production, and free
radical scavengers (3,4). However, the efficacy of such ther-
apies depends, in part, on early detection of the onset of
delayed brain injury.

Key to understanding the progression of brain injury after
HI is the concept of secondary energy failure. Phosphorous
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P-MRS) studies found
that the ratio of phosphocreatine (PCr) to inorganic phosphate
(Pi) was normal soon after birth in infants with clinical
symptoms of birth asphyxia, but progressively declined over
the following days (5). Furthermore, the minimum PCr/Pi
during secondary energy failure or, correspondingly, the max-
imum increase in the lactate (Lac) signal measured by proton
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) strongly corre-
lated with neurodevelopmental impairment at 1 and 4 years of
age (6,7). The occurrence of secondary energy failure ob-
served clinically has been replicated in animal models of
perinatal HI, including piglets (8,9) and rat pups (10).
The near complete recovery of high-energy phosphates

during the early recovery phase observed in animal 31P-MRS
studies does not necessarily imply restoration of normal mi-
tochondrial respiratory function. Evidence of early mitochon-
drial impairment includes elevated Lac (9), increased glucose
consumption (11), and depressed mitochondrial respiration
(12). These occur despite the return of cerebral blood flow
(CBF) and blood oxygenation to preHI levels. Together, these
studies suggest that a measure of oxidative metabolism may
be an earlier indicator of HI before secondary energy failure
observed by MRS (13).
Our group developed and validated a method for determin-

ing the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) using
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) measurements of cerebral
hemodyamics and deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) (14,15). A persis-
tent reduction in CMRO2 (25% compared with controls) after
HI was observed in piglets (16). These results, coupled with
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recent studies using NIRS to measure CMRO2 in neonates
(17), indicate that CMRO2 may be a clinically viable early
marker of HI. In this study, possible causes of reduced oxi-
dative metabolism were investigated to better understand the
diagnostic value of CMRO2. Simultaneous changes in
CMRO2 and high-energy metabolites were measured by com-
bining NIRS and MRS, and cellular edema was assessed by
diffusion-weighted (DW) MRI. Combining these techniques
allowed us to determine the relative contributions of impaired
oxidative metabolism and reduced cerebral energy demand to
the CMRO2 decreases measured in the postHI brain. Both
possibilities have been reported in other models of transient
global ischemia, depending on the duration of ischemia (18).

METHODS

Animal preparation. The Council on Animal Care at the University of
Western Ontario approved this study. Duroc piglets were anesthetized with
1.5–1.75% isoflurane (3% during surgery), tracheotomized, and mechanically
ventilated on an oxygen/medical air mixture. Two incisions were made lateral
to the trachea, and vascular occluders (1.5 mm inner diameter) were placed
around both carotid arteries proximal to the carotid bifurcation (In Vivo
Metric, Healdsberg, CA). A catheter was inserted into an ear vein or an
abdominal vein for injecting the NIRS-sensitive contrast agent, indocyanine
green. A catheter was also placed into a femoral artery to monitor blood
pressure and to collect arterial blood samples. All incisions were treated with
a topical anesthetic (marcaine). Piglets were allowed to stabilize for 1 h before
baseline measurements.

Experimental procedures. Piglets were randomly divided into two groups
before surgery: a HI group (nine piglets, mean age 16 � 3 h and mean weight
1.61 � 0.07 kg) and a sham-operated control group (nine piglets, mean age
14 � 2 h and mean weight 1.54 � 0.06 kg). After baseline measurements, HI
was induced by inflating the vascular occluders and reducing the fraction of
inspired oxygen to 7% to cause systemic hypoxia. Occluders were released
and inspired oxygen was returned to baseline levels after 30 min.

Collection times for the NIRS-CMRO2 measurements, 31P-MRS and
1H-MRS spectra, and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) are provided in
Figure 1. Throughout the experiment (excluding the insult), arterial CO2

tension was maintained within 35–45 mm Hg, and arterial O2 tension was
maintained within 120–250 mm Hg. Blood glucose was kept above 3 mM and
rectal temperature was maintained between 37.5 and 38.5°C. Arterial pH and
heart rate were monitored throughout the experiment.

Near-infrared spectroscopy. The NIRS data were collected with a contin-
uous-wave, broadband system. Near-infrared light from a tungsten light-
source (filtered to 600–980 nm) was delivered to the head of the piglets via
a single fiber-optic bundle. A second fiber-optic bundle, placed 3 cm parasag-
ittally to the first bundle, collected transmitted NIR light for spectrometric
analysis.

As previously outlined (15), NIRS measurements of CMRO2 were based
on the Fick principle:

CMRO2 � CBF ��O2�a � �O2�v� (1)

The arterial oxygen concentration, �O2�a, was determined using a pulse-
oximeter placed on the hind foot of the piglet. The cerebral venous oxygen
concentration, �O2�v, was determined from NIRS measurements of the cere-
bral [Hb], which were quantified using the second-derivative technique (19).

The venous [Hb] was calculated by normalizing NIRS [Hb] measurements to
the cerebral blood volume (CBV) and assuming the blood volume was
comprised of 25% arterial and 75% venous blood (20). Cerebral blood flow
and CBV were determined by tracking a bolus injection of indocyanine green
(14). With this method, the tissue concentration of indocyanine green, Q(t), is
related to the arterial blood concentration, Ca(t), by (14):

Q�t� � CBF � Ca�t�*R�t� (2)

The symbol * refers to the convolution operator, R(t) is the impulse residue
function, Q(t) was determined from NIR spectra acquired at 200 ms intervals,
and Ca(t) from a dye densitogram unit (DDG-2001 A/K, Nihon Kohden,
Tokyo, Japan) attached to the hind foot. Deconvolution was used to solve for
the product CBF�R(t), in which the initial height equals CBF and the area
under the function equals CBV.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The MRS data were collected on a 3.0
T scanner controlled by a SMIS console (Surrey Medical Imaging System
Ltd., UK). Phosphorous radio frequency transmission and detection were
achieved using a 25 mm diameter surface coil placed on the scalp between the
two NIRS probes. Phosphorous data were acquired with a pulse-acquire
sequence using a 90° adiabatic excitation pulse (3 ms duration). The acqui-
sition parameters were as follows: 5 kHz spectral width, 10 s repetition time,
2048 complex data points, 120 averages during baseline and post insult, and
20 averages during HI. Spectra were left-shifted 5 points (1 ms) to eliminate
membrane and bone contributions and fit in the time domain using prior
knowledge spectral information, obtained from in vitro solutions of individual
metabolites, with a constrained Levenberg-Marquardt minimization algorithm
(21).

Concentrations of PCr and Pi were obtained from their respective peaks. In
general, the Pi peak was fit with a single component. If necessary, two
components were used to fit spectra during the insult and at the first postHI
time point. The concentration of nucleotide triphosphate [NTP], was deter-
mined from the �-NTP peak. To compare baseline values between groups,
[PCr] was expressed as a fraction of [Pi] and [NTP] was expressed as a
fraction of the concentration of total exchangeable phosphate pool ([EPP]),
where [EPP] � [Pi] � [PCr] � [(� � � � �) NTP]. To assess the affects of
HI on the individual metabolites, each metabolite signal was normalized to its
baseline value and compared with the normalized value from the control
group. The normalized [EPP] signal was used to investigate possible signal
changes independent of HI, such as a change in coil loading. Intracellular pH
(pHi) was determined by the chemical shift between the Pi and PCr peaks
using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (8).

Proton radio frequency transmission and detection were achieved using a
custom-built quadrature birdcage coil (XL Resonance, London, Canada) with
an inner diameter of 20 cm. Proton spectra were localized using a point-
resolved spectroscopy sequence (PRESS) with an echo time of 135 ms to
invert the Lac peak. Water suppression was achieved using three chemical
shift selective pulses. Spectra were collected from a voxel (1.7–2.7 mL) in
deep gray matter. This region was chosen to avoid large magnetic suscepti-
bility artifacts from the 31P surface coil and because it is known to be sensitive
to HI. The 1H-MRS acquisition parameters were as follows: 2 kHz spectral
width, 2 s repetition time, 2048 complex data points, and 128 water-
suppressed and 16 unsuppressed signal averages. Residual water signal was fit
with a Hankel singular value decomposition algorithm and subtracted from
the spectra. Water-suppressed and line shape-corrected 1H spectra were fit in
the time domain using prior knowledge (22) to extract the Lac-to-choline
(Cho) ratio.

Diffusion-weighted imaging. Imaging was performed using a segmented
echo-planar imaging sequence with velocity-compensated diffusion gradients
(b � 600 s/mm2). Ten imaging volumes were acquired: nine with different
directional DW and one without DW. Imaging parameters were as follows:
six-segments, spin echo, 160 mm field-of-view, 4 mm slice thickness, 10
slices, 96 	 96 matrix size, and 140 ms echo time. Apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) maps were generated after computing the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor. Mean ADC values were measured in deep
gray matter regions similar to where the 1H-MRS spectra were acquired.

Statistical analysis. Within- and between-subject group interactions for all
data at baseline and post HI were determined by a two-way, repeated-
measures ANOVA. If a significant interaction was found, the source of the
interaction was determined using a one-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons. The relationship between CMRO2 and
each of the MRS/MRI parameters ([PCr], [Pi], [NTP], [Lac]/[Cho], ADC)
within the HI group was investigated by linear regression using the average
values for the last 3 h postinsult. Results were considered statistically
significant for p � 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
v15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). All results are displayed as mean � SE.

Figure 1. Experimental timing diagram. HI refers to the 30 min hypoxic-
ischemic insult. 31P MRS averaged over 20 min during baseline, 3.33 min
during HI, and 20 min during the postinsult period. Only the first hour after
HI is shown since the timings of the measurements were the same in all
subsequent hours.
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RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the physiologic parameters for control
and HI piglets. Baseline data are presented along with average
values for the first (post1), second (post2), and third (post3)
2-h blocks of the recovery period. No significant inter-group
differences were observed for any of the physiologic param-
eters at any time point. Although a trend of elevated heart rate
in both groups was observed, all values remained within the
normal physiologic range. A nonsignificant increase in O2

tension in controls was also observed; however, this had
negligible effects as evident by the agreement in baseline CBF
values between groups (Table 2). Mean body temperature
(mean � SD) was 38.0 � 0.2 and 37.9 � 0.1°C for the control
and HI group, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the baseline
measurements of CBF, CBV, [Hb], CMRO2, [PCr]/[Pi],
[NTP]/[EPP], pHi, [Lac]/[Cho], and ADC. Only pHi demon-
strated a significant difference between groups. Immediately
before reperfusion, CBF decreased to 4.1 � 1.7 mL/min/100g,
PCr/Pi to 0.019 � 0.013 and NTP/EPP to 0.036 � 0.015, all
of which are similar to previous reports (8,16).
All significant time-by-group interactions are summarized

in Table 3. No significant inter-group differences were ob-
served for CBF or CBV at any time point. Both [Hb] and

CMRO2 showed a significant decrease in the HI group at all
postinsult times except at 1.5 h for [Hb] and at 0.5 h for
CMRO2 (Fig. 2).
Figure 3 shows 31P-spectra from a representative piglet at

baseline, and at 0.5 and 5.5 h postinsult. The metabolites
levels for [PCr], [NTP] and [Pi] in the HI group were all
statistically significant at 0.5 h postinsult, followed by a
general recovery to control levels (Fig. 4). A decrease in
[NTP] was observed in the HI group at the last two recovery
time points (4.5 and 5.5 h) and [Pi] was elevated at the last
time point. Included in Figure 4 is the time course of [EPP]. A
significant time-by-group interaction was observed, although
no significant group differences existed for individual time
points. The lack of changes in the [EPP] time course at later
time points indicates that possible causes of signal change
independent of HI, e.g., coil-loading, were minimal. Tissue
pHi was reduced in the HI group at 0.5 h, followed by an
elevation in this group at 1.5 h.
The [Lac]/[Cho] ratio was elevated in the HI group imme-

diately after HI (0.5 and 1.5 h); however, no differences
existed between the two groups at later recovery time points
(Fig. 5). Mean ADC values showed a time-by-group interac-
tion because of significantly lower values for the HI group at
all time-points after 2.5 h (Fig. 6).
The relationship between CMRO2 and each metabolite

concentration is shown in Figure 7. All parameters were
averaged over the last three time points; i.e., after general

Figure 2. Time course of the cerebral metabolic rate of O2 (CMRO2).
Average CMRO2 in the HI (solid line) and control (dotted line) groups. Gray
area represents the HI insult. Error bars are SE. * p � 0.05 between groups.

Table 1. Physiological parameters

Baseline Post1 Post2 Post3

Arterial CO2 tension, mm Hg
HI 39.6 � 1.4 40.1 � 1.6 38.8 � 1.5 40.0 � 2.0
Control 42.5 � 1.5 38.7 � 2.1 41.7 � 1.6 41.3 � 2.1

Mean arterial pressure, mm Hg
HI 43.9 � 1.9 45.0 � 1.6 42.3 � 2.2 41.5 � 2.4
Control 44.8 � 2.0 42.5 � 1.8 38.5 � 2.3 38.2 � 2.5

pHa

HI 7.43 � 0.03 7.32 � 0.02 7.42 � 0.02 7.44 � 0.03
Control 7.39 � 0.02 7.39 � 0.02 7.38 � 0.02 7.36 � 0.03

Glucose, mM
HI 5.90 � 0.72 9.67 � 1.08 7.99 � 1.22 8.03 � 1.17
Control 6.07 � 0.76 7.95 � 1.13 7.98 � 1.28 6.03 � 1.24

Arterial O2 tension, mm Hg
HI 132.3 � 18.7 138.5 � 14.0 127.5 � 14.2 133.4 � 16.7
Control 164.5 � 19.8 161.2 � 14.8 177.1 � 15.0 192.7 � 17.6

Heart rate, beats/min
HI 161.4 � 9.4 200.3 � 10.9 202.9 � 10.1 198.2 � 8.5
Control 166.7 � 10.0 193.6 � 11.4 200.8 � 10.6 202.2 � 9.0

Physiological parameters at baseline and the average of the first (post1),
second (post2), and third (post3) 2-h blocks of the 6 h recovery period.

Table 2. Mean baseline measurements for HI and control groups

Parameter HI group Control group

CBF (mL/min/100g) 47.0 � 2.5 49.8 � 4.7
CBV (mL/100g) 3.67 � 0.26 3.95 � 0.13
�Hb� (�M) 11.7 � 1.0 13.3 � 1.0
CMRO2 (mL

O2/min/100g)
1.84 � 0.08 1.93 � 0.10

�PCr�/�Pi� 1.95 � 0.04 1.90 � 0.04
�NTP�/�EPP� 0.165 � 0.001 0.165 � 0.003
�pH� 7.148 � 0.006* 7.121 � 0.007
�Lac�/�Cho� 0.04 � 0.01 0.06 � 0.01
ADC (	 10
3 mm2/s) 0.87 � 0.02 0.86 � 0.02

* p � 0.001

Table 3. Significant ANOVA time-by-group interactions

Parameter ANOVA p Power

�Hb� (�M) F (8, 128) � 2.93 �0.01 �0.90
CMRO2 (mL

O2/min/100g)
F (8, 128) � 5.55 �0.001 �0.99

�PCr� F (7, 96) � 31.20 �0.001 �0.99
�NTP� F (7, 96) � 31.20 �0.001 �0.99
�Pi� F (7, 96) � 11.86 �0.001 �0.99
�EPP� F (7, 96) � 2.90 �0.01 �0.80
�pH� F (7, 96) � 9.84 �0.001 �0.99
�Lac�/�Cho� F (6, 96) � 16.49 �0.001 �0.99
ADC (	 10
3 mm2/s) F (6, 96) � 12.59 �0.05 �0.80
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recovery from HI. No significant correlations between
CMRO2 and any of the metabolites were observed, nor was
there a correlation between CMRO2 and ADC.

DISCUSSION

A number of studies have investigated the relationship
between NIRS measurements of cerebral oxygenation and
changes in high-energy metabolite concentrations (23–26).
Combining NIRS and MRS, Cooper and Springett demon-
strated good agreement between the time courses of the redox
state of the copper A center of cytochrome oxidase (CuA) and
[NTP] during secondary energy failure (26). However, accu-
racy of the CuA signal was adversely affected by changes in
the optical path length. This observation, combined with the
low sensitivity of CuA and the potential contamination by Hb
signals, speaks to the challenges of using CuA as a clinical
marker of HI. Although the Hb signals have greater sensitivity
than CuA, cerebral blood oxygenation is not a direct measure

Figure 3. Example spectra from one piglet in the HI group. Labels for the
main metabolite resonances are as follows: 1, phosphomonoesters; 2, Pi; 3,
phosphodiesters; 4, PCr; 5, �-NTP; 6, �-NTP; 7, NAD and NADH; 8, �-NTP.
Spectra are displayed with 5 Hz exponential filtering.

Figure 4. Time course of each phospho-
rous metabolite normalized to its first base-
line value. Average metabolite level in the
HI (solid line) and control (dotted line)
groups. Gray area represents the HI insult.
(A) [PCr]; (B) [NTP]; (C) [Pi]; and (D)
[EPP]. Error bars are SE. * p � 0.05
between groups.

Figure 5. Time course of the ratio of [Lac]/[Cho]. Average metabolite ratio
in the HI (solid line) and control (dotted line) groups. Gray area represents the
HI insult. Error bars are SE. * p � 0.05 between groups.
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of metabolism, and these signals have been noticeably insen-
sitive to other markers of brain injury (23,25,27).
It is our assertion that NIRS measurements of CMRO2,

derived, in part, from [Hb], could provide a clinically relevant
means of assessing cerebral metabolism after HI. The present
study aimed to better understand the causes of the CMRO2

changes using MRS/MRI to measure concurrent effects of HI
on high-energy metabolites, lactate, and ADC. The NIRS data
demonstrated a persistent reduction in CMRO2 after 30 min of
HI in agreement with our previous study (16). Simultaneously
collected 31P-MRS data showed a general recovery of the
high-energy phosphates, although this recovery was not
complete. Averaged over the last 3 time points and com-
pared with controls, there was an 8 � 3% decrease in [NTP]
(p � 0.05) and a 16 � 5% decrease in the ADC value (p �
0.001). In the same timeframe, average [Pi] and [Lac]/

[Cho] were slightly elevated and [PCr] was slightly de-
pressed as a result of HI; however, these differences did not
reach statistical significance.
The observed reduction in CMRO2 during the early recov-

ery period after HI could reflect impaired oxidative energy
metabolism, reduced cerebral energy demand, or a combina-
tion of the two. Pertaining to impaired oxidative energy
metabolism: in the mature brain, the recovery of cerebral NTP
levels has been shown to correlate with the global ischemia
duration. Specifically, ischemic durations less than 20 min
result in full recovery of NTP levels, whereas durations 30
min or longer typically result in less than 80% recovery
(28,29). Several possible reasons for incomplete recovery of
[NTP] exist. Reduced NTP levels may be due to limited O2

availability; however, this is unlikely since no inter-group
differences in CBF and arterial O2 tension were observed.
NTP regeneration may be limited by a loss of phosphates or a
decrease in the adenosine pool size (28). The former is
unlikely since no changes in [EPP] were observed. Although
the possibility of the latter cannot be ruled out without quan-
tifying the concentrations of AMP, ADP, and free adenosine,
we suggest the most likely reason is impaired energy metab-
olism since we also observed a concurrent reduction in the
ADC. Reduced ADC suggests the presence of intracellular
cerebral edema, which is believed to reflect the inability of
energy metabolism to restore cellular homeostasis (30). Ling-
wood et al. (31) showed that the amount of edema—as
determined by impedance measurements—increased with in-
sult severity in piglets after HI.
Although the reduction in CMRO2 can be partially attrib-

uted to impaired energy metabolism, the changes in metabolite
concentrations were relatively small. It is unlikely that in-
creased anaerobic metabolism could maintain metabolite con-
centrations at preHI levels since a 4-to-5 fold increase would
be needed to compensate for the 26% reduction in CMRO2.

Figure 6. Time course of the ADC. Average ADC in the HI (solid line) and
control (dotted line) groups. Gray area represents the HI insult. Error bars are
SE. * p � 0.05 between groups.

Figure 7. Regression of CMRO2 and each
normalized metabolite concentration in the
HI group averaged over the last 3 time
points. The associated Pearson coefficients
(r) for each metabolite were (A) [PCr], r �

0.50; (B) [NTP], r � 
0.13; (C) [Pi],
r � 0.31; and (D) [Lac]/[Cho], r � 
0.14.
None of the correlations reached statistical
significance. The solid line represents the
regression line.
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Increased glucose metabolism during the early recovery pe-
riod has been observed in 7-d postnatal rats, but these changes
were smaller than 50% (11). Increased glycolysis was also
associated with comparable decreases in [NTP] and [PCr],
which presumably reflects the inability of anaerobic metabo-
lism to meet energy demands. In the present study, no reduc-
tion in [PCr] was observed and the decrease in [NTP] was
only 8%. Furthermore, no significant correlations were ob-
served between CMRO2 and any of the phosphorus metabo-
lites concentrations during the last 3 h of the recovery period;
nor was there a correlation between CMRO2 and [Lac]/[Cho].
These results indicate that the 26% reduction in CMRO2

measured during the early recovery phase cannot be explained
by impaired energy metabolism alone. Compared with the
cited rat model study, the lack of evidence of a compensatory
increase in glycolysis may be due to differences in insult
severity or species. For example, reduced glucose metabolism
was reported in fetal lambs subjected to HI near birth (32).
A likely contributing factor to lower CMRO2 values is

reduced energy demands after HI. Reduced oxidative me-
tabolism with concurrent recovery of high-energy metabo-
lites has been reported in models of global ischemia in the
mature brain (33,34). It has been postulated that these
reductions reflect the suppression of energy requiring pro-
cesses not essential to short-term cell survival (18). Al-
though mechanisms leading to reduced energy demand are
unclear, possible factors include reduced protein synthesis
and inhibition of neuronal activity by disruptions in neuro-
transmitter metabolism (33). A decrease in oxidative me-
tabolism that is independent of mitochondrial dysfunction
might question the prognostic value of early CMRO2 mea-
surements as metabolism could be equally suppressed in
salvageable tissue and nonsalvageable tissue. By extending
CMRO2 measurements out to 24 h postinsult, and varying
insult duration, we recently demonstrated that CMRO2

measured as early as 8 h postHI can distinguish insult
severities (unpublished data).
Limitations with this study includes the use of different

regions of interest for the 1H-MRS/MRI and 31P-MRS mea-
surements. Deep gray matter was chosen for the 1H-MRS
measurements, as this region is sensitive to HI; however,
regional differences in the response to HI could confound the
comparison of 1H- and 31P-MRS results. A second potential
limitation is the use of vascular occluders as part of the
hypoxic-ischemic injury. Although this model includes sys-
temic hypoxia (16), the systemic effects are likely smaller than
models that do not use vessel occlusion (35). It is possible that
a more pronounced systemic injury would lead to a slower
recovery of high-energy metabolite levels.
In summary, we have demonstrated how key elements of

cerebral energy metabolism can be concurrently assessed
noninvasively by combining NIRS and MRS. Using these
combined methods, we speculate that reduced CMRO2 after
30 min of HI is because of a combination of two factors:
impaired energy metabolism, as inferred by incomplete
recovery of [NTP] and decreased ADC, and reduced energy
demands, as evident by a nonsignificant increase in Lac and
the lack of correlation between CMRO2 and metabolite

concentrations. Regardless of the mechanisms leading to a
reduction in oxygen utilization, these results suggest that
measuring CMRO2 could be used as an early marker of HI
before the development of secondary energy failure. The
technique for measuring CMRO2 can be easily applied at
the bedside of critically ill neonates and, thus, should be a
clinically relevant method for early detection of neonatal
brain injury.
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